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Fowler BB1 Ploughing Engine No. 15334 - 
‘Lady Caroline’ and Fowler Plough
Visitors to the annual Great Dorset Steam Fair held in

September each year always flock to the Oxford Diecast

stand to make sure they grab the specially produced

Oxford souvenir model marking the highlight of the

Steam Fair season.  2019 is no exception. 

The two piece set celebrating the 2019 Great Dorset

Steam Fair comprises the brand new Fowler 4 furrow

balance Plough decorated in blue and red with brown

wheel surfaces and steel grey furrowing blades and hook.

For this set, it is being hauled by the superb Fowler BB1

Ploughing Engine No. 15334 ‘Lady Caroline’, the fifth in

the new 1:76 series of period Ploughing Engines.  

The magnificent machine is decorated in green with gold

lining, a black boiler and black chimney.  The steering

wheel is painted red and the huge wheels have been given

a textured finish to give added realism.  Gold lettering

highlights the name of the engine on the boiler sides.

John Fowler & Company was based at Leathley Road,

Hunslet, Leeds and produced traction engines, ploughing

implements and equipment as well as railway equipments.

John Fowler was born in Wiltshire in 1826 and is credited

with the invention of steam driven ploughing engines.

This Fowler BB1 Class 16nhp compound cylinder

ploughing engine ‘Lady Caroline’ was built in 1919 as 

No. 15334 and is registered NO 2045. 

The two-piece set is presented in bespoke dark green

packaging with gold graphics.  Make sure you get your

hands on one!  
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N SCALE
Shelvoke & Drewry Freightlifter - British Rail (Western)
Brand new to 1:148 scale, our first release follows its previous

release in 1:76 scale.  This highly detailed model is based on the

heavy duty fork lift truck that Shelvoke & Drewry were asked

to produce in 1952 especially for the London Brick Company.  

The design was intended as a UK alternative to the American

Hyster forklift, which was subject to UK import restrictions.  

For its 1:148 scale debut, we’ve selected the vehicle as used by

British Railways (Western) in their signature brown and cream

colour scheme.  The vehicle bodywork is printed with British

Railways WR lettering in cream with the addition of the S & D

freightlifter marque applied in red and white.  Registered 729

AAR, the model features the optional Dualdrive cab

component for this first release which takes on the

main body colours.  The mudguards, chassis, interior,

spotlight, hydraulic cylinder gaiter, mast chains and cab 

window frames are all black.  

Bristol MW6G - Royal Blue
Bus enthusiasts will love this new addition to

the 1:148 scale series, particularly

as it is already a part of the 1:76

scale Oxford series.  For its new

launch, the Bristol MW6G single

deck coach appears with exactly

the same level of detail and in

the same popular Royal Blue

and Cream livery of the

period, registered 79 MDV.

The Royal Blue name is

printed in blue on both sides

beneath the side window and

features again on the back in cream inset

below the rear window.  A further detail includes the

Bristol badge on the black and silver radiator. 

The destination blind on the front above the radiator

shows it on its way to Guildford, Winchester and

Bournemouth.  The roof lights, many vented side windows

and wrap-around front and rear windows must have

provided panoramic views for its happy passengers.

The Bristol MW was a bus and coach chassis designed

and built between 1956 and 1964 by Bristol Commercial

Vehicles Ltd., Bristol.  It had a completely flat floor area,

making it easy for one man operation.  The chassis was

provided either by a coach builder or a bus builder.

Land Rover Discovery 4 - Ipanema Sand
This is another model already a firm favourite in Oxford’s

1:76 scale series, now newly tooled in 1:148 scale and

launched in the same colour scheme as its larger

cousin with a golden sand body, contrasting

black masking and a pale grey interior.  

Rover updated their Discovery 4 in 2013 and

our model is 

registered in 

the same year - 

SD13 GZZ.

NEW
Tooling!

NEWShelvoke & Drewry Freightlifter -
British Rail (Western)
                                           SCALE        PRICE
NSDF001             1:148  £8.45

NEWLand Rover Discovery 4 -
Ipanema Sand
                          SCALE        PRICE
NDIS001   1:148  £4.75

NEWBristol MW6G - Royal Blue
                             SCALE        PRICE
NMW6001  1:148   £8.95

NEW
Tooling!

NEW
Tooling!
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N SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Land Rover ½ ton Lightweight - RAF (Red Arrows)
For its third appearance in 1:148 scale, the Land Rover ½

ton Lightweight is decorated in the distinctive red and

white livery of the world famous RAF (Red Arrows)

Aerobatics Team.  The only graphics on the vehicle read

Royal Air Force but the distinctive colour scheme plus

the RAF Scampton crest on the doors, is sufficient

identity, we’re sure you’ll agree.  Registered 05 KD 8,

additional features on the model

comprise a tow-hook on the rear

bumper, a roof beacon on the hard top

as well as a spare wheel on the bonnet. 

Jaguar XF Saloon - British Racing Green
Previously released in 1:76 scale, the newly tooled

1:148 scale Jaguar XF Saloon makes its second

appearance in the same classic British Racing

Green colour scheme as its larger

counterpart.  The detail is the same too,

including the black interior with beige

seating, lots of exterior trim and the

registration plate LV13 WLK.  

Note the particularly detailed silver

hub caps and distinctive radiator grille which

incorporates the Jaguar badge.  

Just like the real thing. 

NEWLand Rover ½ ton Lightweight -
RAF (Red Arrows)
                                           SCALE        PRICE
NLRL003              1:148  £4.95

NEWJaguar XF Saloon -
British Racing Green
                              SCALE        PRICE
NXF002      1:148   £4.65

NEWVW Beetle - Black
                             SCALE        PRICE
NVWB005   1:148   £4.65

Hillman Imp - Tangerine Metallic
Only the second release off the new 1:148 scale tool, 

we see it here in a tangerine metallic colour scheme

registered MPO 487J from 1970/71.  The interior is black

while the exterior features a wealth of silver trim.

Another authentic detail to the wheel hubs sees them

with silver and white finish.  The IMP badge is printed in

red and silver and the Hillman name is reproduced in

silver across the front of the bonnet.  Note as well the

IMP Super logo in black behind the rear wheel arches. 

Developed as a direct competitor to the BMC Mini, 

the Hillman Imp was launched in 1963 and featured an 

unusual rear 875cc engine

with aluminium engine 

block and cylinder head, rear-wheel drive and a unique

opening rear hatch.  Quite something in its day!

NEWHillman Imp - 
Tangerine Metallic
                       SCALE        PRICE
NHI002  1:148  £4.65

VW Beetle - Black
The classic VW Beetle with its familiar purring

engine sound and bullet-proof longevity is an all-

time cult car.  It makes its fifth entrance in 1:148

scale in a dramatic black with silver trim and red

interior, registered BNR 322.  You’ve already

seen the exact same model in 1:76 scale and so

we are pleased to offer it to our small scale

enthusiasts too.
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N SCALE

Livestock Trailer - Red
This model is one of a series of farm vehicles already

produced in 1:76 scale, both as part of a set and as an

individual release.  Here is the popular Livestock Trailer in

the same bright red as its larger counterpart, guaranteed

to liven up your N 

scale farmyard scene.

Farm Trailer - Green
Previously released in 1:76 scale, you can now add our similarly

detailed Farm Trailer to your 1:148 scale series of agricultural

models.  Painted in bright green, the trailer could be loaded with

a variety of same scale items to give added interest.

Baler - Blue
Our detailed little 1:148 scale baler is also available in

1:76 scale in the same bright blue colour scheme.  Place it

in an appropriate spot

on your agricultural

diorama!

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Bedford Green Goddess - AFS
Already part of the 1:76 scale series, the

legendary ‘Green Goddess’ Fire Appliance

joins the 1:148 series for the first time in

the familiar dark green colour scheme,

registered PGW 8.  It features a black

cab roof, brown body roof which

houses the single silver ladder and

red graphics on the sides.  The rear

is masked silver while other details

include red hose reels, a green

emergency bell  and silver spotlight to

the roof, green bumpers and hubs and a

black interior.

Manufactured by Bedford under its full name - the RLHZ

Self Propelled Pump, the Green Goddess, classed as a

commercial emergency services and military vehicle, was

only produced between 1953 and 1956 and operated by

the Auxiliary Fire Service until its disbandment in 1968.

However, many were held n reserve as back up in

emergency situations into the early 21st Century.

Although heavy on fuel - about 10mpg, the petrol

engined, 4-speed manually geared Green Goddess had 

the advantage of being four-wheel drive.  They were 

quite basic vehicles with no radio, no cutting equipment,

no power steering and only a single ladder.  

Many Green Goddesses still exist in museums, belong to

restoration trusts and even in private ownership.

NEWBedford Green Goddess - AFS
                                 SCALE        PRICE
NGG001         1:148   £7.45

NEWLivestock Trailer - Red
                                 SCALE        PRICE
NFARM004    1:148   £4.95

NEWFarm Trailer - Green
                                 SCALE        PRICE
NFARM005    1:148   £4.95

NEWBaler - Blue
                                 SCALE        PRICE
NFARM006    1:148   £4.95

NEW
Tooling!
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1:43 SCALE
Jaguar XK150 OTS Roadster - Indigo Blue
Appearing in an electrifying bright blue with

contrasting silver trim, wire wheels and a blue-grey

interior with black steering wheel for its latest

outing, our Jaguar XK150 Open Two-Seater

Roadster is registered  818 YUU.

Produced between 1957 and 1961 by Jaguar Cars in

Coventry, this classic roadster is very much sought after

in the real world with prices to match.  An increasingly

rare beast to be sure but what a beauty!

Whitby Morrison Mondial Ice Cream Van - 
Mr Whippy
The latest ice cream van featuring Mr Whippy is a candy

pink and white confection of colour on the up to date

Whitby Morrison Mondial vehicle.  Registered 

DF62 HLH from 2012, this eye-catching livery is

enhanced with decorative ice cream cones fixed

to each side of the front of the roof.  The bright

graphics on all sides of the van are promoting

the delicious options available while the rear of

the vehicle features some endearing images of the

key canine characters from ‘101 Dalmatians’. 

Bedford CF Ice Cream Van/Morrison - Hockings
The Hocking name is one of the front runners in the ice

cream vending industry whose livery has appeared on a

number of Oxford ice cream vans in different model

scales over the years.  Oxford has chosen the famous

name to decorate the second release on the 1:43 scale

Bedford CF Ice Cream Van, which Bedford (Vauxhall)

produced between 1969 and 1988.  Our model is

registered DCR 453K from 1971-72.

Decorated in cream and white Hockings livery with

colourful external graphics, Oxford have also 

managed to achieve an extremely high level of internal

detail including the fridges  moulded in white with blue

green tops.  The ice cream making machine is silver and

the worktops white, all sitting on a grey moulded floor. 

NEWWhitby Morrison Mondial
Ice Cream Van - Mr Whippy
                              SCALE       PRICE
43WM008   1:43  £16.95

NEWBedford CF Ice Cream
Van/Morrison - Hockings
                              SCALE       PRICE
43CF002      1:43  £16.95

NEWJaguar XK150 OTS
Roadster - Indigo Blue
                                  SCALE        PRICE
43XK150009  1:43  £24.95

NEWJowett Jupiter SA - Scarlet
                               SCALE        PRICE
43JUP002     1:43  £24.95

Jowett Jupiter SA - Scarlet
The second release on our classic 2-seater drophead

coupé Jowett Jupiter SA appears in bright red with cream

hood in the upright position and lots of silver trim.

Complemented with cream interior seating and tan

interior fittings, the model is registered JBE 4.

The Jowett Jupiter was unveiled in 1950 and came with a

4-speed manual gearbox, a 1486cc engine and fuel

consumption of around 25mpg.  Tests saw it reach a

speed of 90 mph, which probably attributed to its success

on the race tracks of the day, including Le Mans. 
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1:76 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Land Rover Series IIa Station Wagon - Pastel Green
Collectors of 1:43 scale Land Rovers have already been

treated to this model and for its third release, we are

pleased to downscale it especially for our 1:76 scale

enthusiasts in exactly the same colour scheme and level

of detail. 

The Land Rover Station Wagon appears as the short

wheelbase version and is registered NDH 789J from

1970/71. It is decorated in pale green with ivory

masked roof; the ivory colour scheme is repeated

on the wheels which also feature a black boss.  

A pale grey interior extends to seating and door

panels while the flooring is black.  Bumpers, waistband

trim, fuel filler cap and window surrounds are trimmed

in silver.  There’s also a GB sticker on the offside rear

wing, together with the spare wheel fixed to the bonnet.

Land Rover Series III SWB with Canvas Back - 
Mid Grey
The Series III Land Rover was produced between 1971

and 1985 and was the most popular of the Series

vehicles, with 440,000 coming off the production line

during its years of manufacture.  It came as 2-door - 

as our Oxford model - or 4 door off-roader or 2-

door pickup.  The updated spec now had improved

features such as a plastic grille and the headlights

now appeared on the wings.  The 4-speed manual

gearbox had a selectable 4-wheel drive option and

the choice of either petrol or diesel variants. 

Our 1:76 scale short wheelbase model has already

appeared in 1:43 scale in exactly the same moody mid

grey body colour with light beige canvas back and cream

wheels. Additional external trim is finished in silver.  

The interior is moulded in mid grey with dark grey

seating and the vehicle is registered WJA 991K from

1971/72, the first year of manufacture.

Land Rover Series 3 SWB Station Wagon - 
HM Coastguard
This is another colourful Land Rover Series 3 model that

has already been released in exactly the same livery in

1:43 scale.  Presented in the marine blue and yellow

colour scheme of HM Coastguard, with a silver

waistline, our two door short wheelbase station

wagon is registered KYU 893X from 1981/82.  

The HM Coastguard crest is printed on both the

doors and the red printing on the sides indicates

their Marine Rescue role.  The vehicle interior and

wheel inserts also echo the main dark blue body

colour and note too, the roof beacon and spotlights

which have been added to the roof.

NEWLand Rover Series IIa Station
Wagon - Pastel Green
                                    SCALE       PRICE
76LR2AS003    1:76   £5.95

NEWLand Rover Series III SWB
with Canvas Back - Mid Grey
                                    SCALE       PRICE
76LR3S003      1:76   £5.95

NEWLand Rover Series 3 SWB
Station Wagon - HM Coastguard
                                           SCALE       PRICE
76LR3S007           1:76   £5.95
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NEWFord Transit Mk5 Dropside -
Highway Maintenance
                                    SCALE       PRICE
76TPU004        1:76  £13.95

Ford Transit Mk5 Dropside - Highway Maintenance
Our modern Ford Transit Mk 5 makes its latest

appearance with its Dropside back option in the

familiar livery of Highway Maintenance.

Decorated with a bright yellow cab and

matching rear tipper, the interior of the cab is

completely black, as is all external trim apart

from the silver wheels.  The rear of the

tipper is printed with Highway Maintenance

lettering over the red warning chevrons.  

Our truck is registered BD64 YJJ from 2014.

Scammell Highwayman Tanker - Tunnel Cement
Our Scammell comprises the tractor unit drawing a

tanker trailer, featuring the livery of Tunnel Cement. 

VW T1 Van - Coca Cola
The roof is the main attraction of this iconic VW

Van where the specially mounted roof rack is

carrying a huge authentically decorated bottle of

Coca-Cola lying horizontally along the length of

the vehicle.  The van is painted in off white with

the upper body and V-shape of the bonnet masked

bright red.  It is registered as CC 1963.  Additional trim

sees Coke red bumpers, as well as chrome and silver to

the VW badges, wipers, window frames and notably the

Coke bottle cap on the roof!  Silver hubs complete the

picture on a van which will appeal to both Coca Cola 

and VW enthusiasts.

Living Wagon - Tarmac
All workers have to have somewhere to eat their grub

and have a sit down or a kip when out on the job and

our living wagon in Tarmac livery would have fitted the 

bill perfectly.  Painted in matt black with dark grey roof

with additional chimney/vents, the Tarmac company

lettering is printed in yellow on the sides of the vehicle.

The windows on the end and in the side door are lined 

in white.  The tow-hook is also black and a final detail

includes a brown ladder fixed to the back beneath the

window.  Basic comforts perhaps but it must have been 

a cosy little hut, especially in wet and cold weather.

NEWVW T1 Van - Coca Cola
                                  SCALE      PRICE
76VWS007CC  1:76  £6.75

NEWLiving Wagon - Tarmac
                               SCALE        PRICE
76LW003      1:76  £12.95

NEWScammell Highwayman
Tanker - Tunnel Cement
                          SCALE       PRICE
76SHT003  1:76  £16.95
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1:76 SCALE
Heinkel Kabine - Yellow
The Heinkel Kabine dates from the mid 1950s and was made with

a steel unit body, four speed gearbox and a top speed of 56 mph. 

In the same bright yellow colour scheme and same level of detail

as the 1:18 scale version previously released, even the German

registration number is the same - SIM TJ 23.  It comes with the

left hand drive feature too.  Added detail comprises a black roof,

grey interior with contrasting blue and red tartan seating and

black trim to the window surrounds.

BMW Isetta - Pink
The Isetta was the first vehicle ever to achieve 94 mpg and at the

time it was the world’s top selling single cylinder car.  It was in

Germany that it earned the Bubble Car name because of it shape and

bubble type windows.  By the end of production in 1962, over

161,000 BMW Isettas had been made.

The third release on the BMW Isetta bubble car from the 1950s

appears in an unusual but very attractive shade of lilac pink with

contrasting grey sunroof and lighter grey interior.  It is

registered 463 ETG and features the German manufacturer’s

badge on the centre section of the front opening door. 

Messerschmitt KR200 Bubble Car - Polar White
Collectors may recall seeing the 1:18th scale version of

Oxford’s Messerschmitt KR200 in Polar White previously, so it

follows that the authentic colour scheme will be applied to the

1:76 scale model too.  It appears in exactly the same format as

its larger counterpart registered 784 DYD.  Sporting the

same soft top option finished in a black ‘canvas’ effect, the

car also features lots of silver trim and comes with red

seats, a maroon floor and even silver trim to the dashboard,

gear stick and steering wheel.  We love the diminutive luggage

rack on the back too!  The KR200 was made by the German

aircraft manufacturer between 1955 and 1964.

Mini Cooper S MkII - Snowberry White/Black
Our sporty little 2-door Mini Cooper S, registered VUY

735G from 1968/69 makes its fourth appearance in 1:76

scale in a sparkling white with black masking to the roof

and mudguards.  Even the interior is black.  Most

importantly, the famous Mini Cooper badge sits proudly

across the back of the boot.

The Mk II version of the Austin and Mini Cooper was

launched in 1967 and featured some cosmetic changes

over its predecessors such as a larger rear window and

revised rear lights.  Resulting from the collaboration

between designer Sir Alec Issigonis and John Cooper, 

the Mini Cooper S was also a frequent competitor - 

and winner - on many of the world’s top racing circuits,

driven by equally great names in 1960s British motor

sport.  The Cooper S was a legend in its own lifetime and

is still a great favourite amongst classic Mini followers.

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, 
Southampton SO14 0TJ

Tel: 02380 248850  
www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

NEWMini Cooper S MkII -
Snowberry White/Black
                            SCALE      PRICE
76MCS004  1:76  £5.75

NEWMesserschmitt KR200
Bubble Car - Polar White
                            SCALE      PRICE
76MBC005  1:76  £5.75

NEW
                       SCALE       PRICE
76HE003  1:76   £5.95

Heinkel Kabine - Yellow

NEW
                      SCALE      PRICE
76IS003  1:76  £5.95

BMW Isetta - Pink
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1:76 SCALE
Land Rover Discovery 5 HSE LUX - Firenze Red
The third appearance of the 1:76 scale Land Rover

appears in bright red with black and silver trim.  In real

life the Discovery 5 HSE has everything from high

performance to ultimate comfort.  

Our model is registered HF17 XGU and includes

many refinements of the real thing such as the

authentic superior alloy wheels and stylish

radiator grille as well as the black front and rear

sunroofs.  With all the luxurious attractions the

familiar phrase ‘Are We There Yet?’ probably never

enters the frame!  

Ford Consul Granada Mk 1 3.0 GXL - Black
Classed as an executive car, the Mk 1 Granada was

launched in March 1972. and  came with a 4-speed

manual all-synchromesh gearbox and a 3.0L V6 engine.  

Decorated in all over black, the interior seating,

steering wheel and dashboard are moulded

in bright red.  The roof is masked in a matt

black while other exterior trim is finished in

silver/chrome, including bumpers, front grille

and wheels.  Our model is registered PLF 10L 

and dates from 1972-3, the first year of manufacture 

in the UK.   

Vauxhall PA Cresta Friary Estate - 
Versailles Green/Black
The factory built Vauxhall Cresta PAs were all four door

saloons but a customised version in corroboration with

Friary of Basingstoke resulted in the five-door

estate version.  The Vauxhall PA Cresta

embraced the American influence of the

moment for extravagant levels of chrome,

tail fins and wrap-around windows. 

The latest release of the Friary Estate appears

in black with pale green masking and pale grey

interior trim.  Registered VMF 486, externally the high

level of chrome emulate the real thing to great effect. 

BMW M3 Coupé E92 - Silverstone Blue
The attractive pale blue colour scheme of this third

release on the BWM M3 Coupé follows the dramatic

black and then white of the previous two in Oxford’s

series. Registered HY62 HUO from 2012, the 2-door

E92 coupé represents the fourth generation of the

BMW M3 which in real life features a 4.0L V8

engine and six-speed gear box. 

The detail on our 1:76 scale replica includes a

two-tone gloss black/matt black finish to the

sunroof and a black interior. Silver/chrome trim

complements the pale blue bodywork and includes the

twin exhausts and distinctive wheels.  

NEWLand Rover Discovery 5
HSE LUX - Firenze Red
                            SCALE      PRICE
76DIS5003  1:76  £6.45

NEWFord Consul Granada
Mk 1 3.0 GXL - Black
                            SCALE      PRICE
76FC006     1:76  £5.95

NEWVauxhall PA Cresta Friary Estate -
Versailles Green/Black
                                                SCALE      PRICE
76CFE008                1:76  £5.95

NEWBMW M3 Coupé E92 -
Silverstone Blue
                            SCALE      PRICE
76M3003    1:76  £5.95
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1:76 SCALE
VW T5 California Camper - Candy White
With the summer holidays and associated camping season

still in full swing, we are pleased to reveal the second in

our series of the VW T5 California Camper, this time 

in a gleaming white colour scheme with white 

bumpers, a black interior and pale grey seating.

VW launched the T5 in 2003 and our model is

registered VW61 CAL from 2011.  The T5 was 

only superseded in 2015 and during its period of

manufacture, its versatile styling saw it used in a 

great many variants, making it one of the most popular

vans in production.

VW T5 Van - White
The second release on our recently introduced VW T5

Van is completely white with a black interior, registered

MV13 NYY.  The external trim is also black whilst the

wheels are finished in silver.  You can also purchase this

newly liveried VW T5 as part of a VW ‘T’ series set.

See the review in

this issue.

Range Rover Classic - London Fire Brigade
The Range Rover Classic with its numerous attributes

was an ideal choice for many public and commercial

organisations during its lifetime and this latest

release is a prime example of its versatility, used as

a support vehicle by the London Fire Brigade.

Appearing with a highly visible white body colour,

the London Fire Brigade graphics are a colourful

contrast.  No-one is left in any doubt as to its

purpose with the FIRE wording printed in red on

the sides, rear and bonnet of the Range Rover.  

Note the roof lightbar coloured blue and white with 

red Fire Command lettering.  With black interior and

black exterior trim, our model is registered D898 FYM.

Range Rover Classic - Masai Red
The Range Rover Classic was launched in 1970 and the

early models came as three door versions, just like our

model!  The Range Rover was assembled by British

Leyland at their Solihull plant from 1970 to 1986

when they became part of the Rover Group.  

Known originally as the Range Rover, the company

added the Classic name to differentiate between

the original and its immediate successor.

Our latest release in a bright Masai Red colour

scheme dates from the first year of manufacture 

in 1970, registered NXC 231H.  It sports a black

interior with light beige seating and black exterior 

trim and silver bumpers. 

NEWVW T5 California Camper -
Candy White
                            SCALE       PRICE
76T5C002   1:76   £6.45

NEWRange Rover Classic -
Masai Red
                            SCALE       PRICE
76RCL003   1:76   £6.45

NEWRange Rover Classic -
London Fire Brigade
                            SCALE       PRICE
76RCL004   1:76   £6.45

NEW
                          SCALE       PRICE
76T5V002  1:76   £6.45

VW T5 Van - White
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1:76 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

JCB 3CX Eco Backhoe Loader - 
70th Anniversary
JCB is still in celebratory mode with this

latest 70th Anniversary model.  The usual

yellow and black JCB colour scheme has

given way to more than a splash of red to

the front and rear buckets and pistons and

even the wheels have been given a red and

yellow finish.  The cab is white with black

interior and the familiar JCB lettering has been applied

generously across the vehicle in black and white.  

Churchill Tank - 51st RTR, UK 1942
The 51st (Leeds Rifles) Royal Tank

Regiment was an armoured

regiment of the Territorial Army

founded in Leeds in 1939, which

fought particularly in the Tunisian and

Italian campaigns of World War II.  ‘Cyclops’

was one of the Churchill III Kingforce tanks 

that took part in the Tunisian campaign.

Here we see it in a non desert scheme of

drab olive green with yellow lettering and

coloured military markings.  All other

components including caterpillar tracks, machine guns and cables are grey

with the exception of a brown spade handle and black aerial bases,

highlighting Oxford’s reputation for attention to detail. 
Milk Float - Express Dairies
                             SCALE       PRICE
76WE001    1:76   £5.75

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

NEWJCB 3CX Eco Backhoe
Loader - 70th Anniversary
                            SCALE       PRICE
763CX003   1:76  £24.95

NEWChurchill Tank - 51st RTR,
UK 1942
                            SCALE       PRICE
76CHT005   1:76  £13.95

NEWScania Highline Tanker -
Exol Lubricants
                            SCALE      PRICE
76SHL04TK 1:76 £23.95Scania Highline Tanker - Exol Lubricants

For the fourth release of our Scania Tanker, the bright

blue and silver Exol Lubricants livery makes a bold

entrance.  The tractor unit sits on a grey chassis and

features black trim, blue mudguards and a black interior.

The extensive tanker with silver graphics along the sides

and across the back has a blue chassis and mudguards

with black lower tanker body sides and green hoses fixed 

across the back.  All other 

trim appears in silver with 

a final touch of red reflectors printed round the

circumference of the tanker back.

Exol boasts being the largest independent lubricants

company in the UK, manufacturing and supplying a range

of lubricants and associated products to industry,

agriculture, transport, automotive and garage sectors

from its bases in Birmingham and Rotherham.  
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NEW
SET!

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

1:76 SCALE

Dublin Fire Brigade has provided the citizens of Dublin

City and County a professional emergency fire service

since 1862. This service was enhanced in 1898 by the

addition of a professional emergency ambulance service.

The first ever ambulance deployment was in the early

hours of the 5th January 1899, a trawler, the Curlew, 

was fishing about twenty five miles north east of Rockabill

lighthouse when a serious accident occurred and made its

way to Sir John Rogerson’s Quay from where two injured

fishermen were brought to hospital.  Since then the

Dublin Fire Brigade and its ambulance service have been

intertwined with the historic fabric of events which have

shaped Dublin e.g. the Lockout, returning casualties from

WW1, the 1916 Easter Rising, the North Strand

bombings, the Dublin-Monaghan bombings and the

Stardust Fire.  In those 120 years the resources 

have improved from the original horse-drawn

ambulances to the modern and well-

equipped emergency ambulance vehicles

seen today.  The original concept of

ambulance support was to provide 

basic first aid.  However today’s

Firefighter-Paramedics and Advanced

Paramedics are trained to carry out life 

saving interventions on scene and patient stabilisation,

prior to and during transport to hospital.

This model is a Limited Edition of 1500 pieces and can be

purchased online from www.briancollinsenterprises.ie
and also at the following shows:

Collectables Toy Fair 13 October & 24 November 2019,
Carlton Hotel, Dublin
Model Rail & Hobbies Exhibition 26/27/28 October 2019,
Blackrock College, South Dublin

NEW5 Piece VW Van Set -
T1/T2/T3/T4/T5
                          SCALE       PRICE
76SET66    1:76  £31.95

5 Piece VW Van Set through the Ages
Calling VW Van fans everywhere!  We have a five piece set

celebrating Oxford Diecast VW ‘T’ Van series across the

VW years of manufacture from the early 1970s right up

to the present time.

First in our timeline is 76VWS003 the Volkswagen T1 Van

in a muted Dove blue with white bumpers, a pale grey

interior with white dashboard, registered AMO 426A

from 1963.  The panel van features a split windscreen and

a wide rear window with external trim finished in silver.

Next up is 76VW001, the second generation T2 VW van

first launched by VW in 1968 in the bright Peru Green

with grey interior, registered CNN 726J from 1970/71. 

The third model is 76T25007, a T25 Transporter van

decorated in Orient Red with black trim and black

interior, registered CYE 292V from 1979/80, the first year

of manufacture.  

The VW T4 Van, 76T4004, appears in black registered

Y449 PLD from 1992/93.  Even the interior is black with a

deep grey steering wheel.  The VW Transporter name is

printed in silver across the lower offside rear panel.

Finally comes 76T5V002 the T5 van in a snow white

livery with black trim registered MV13 NYY.  We are also

releasing this as a separate item and it is reviewed in this

edition of The Globe.  

Mercedes Ambulance -
Dublin Fire Brigade
                                        SCALE
SP147                 1:76
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